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INTEODUCTION.-The purpose of this paper is to treat boundaries 
geographically. The boundaries of the New England states have 
been selected as the basis for this study of the geography of boundaries, 
because New England is compact and important, the bonndary features 
are extremely diversified, and the history accessible and illuminating. 

All lines used as state boundaries may be grouped in two great 
classes: topographic and mathematical. The first refere to boundaries 
whose position is determined by topographic features; the second, to 
boundaries that bear no necessary relation to topography and that 
can be described in exact mathematical terms. The diviaiona of the 
two classes are as follows: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28 

WATER BOUNDARIES 
How DETERMINED.-The early charters of 

the New England district made no explicit mention of the character 
of the limiting line where the wlonies bordered the ocean. But such 

SHORE BOUNDARIES. 

This paper was first prepared some years ago. Its partial revision was almost the 
last work of Professor Cushing before his death early in 1920. At the request of 
Mre. Cushing and the Editor, Professor Ellsworth Huntington haa kindly waisted 
in perfecting the manuscript. 
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18 8. W. CUSHINO-BOUNDARIES O F  THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

phrases as “ the Maine Land from Sea to Sea ” would seem to imply 
the coast line as the limit of jurisdiction. The charter given to 
Gorges, by Charles I in 1639, included “ all the Islands and Iletts 
lyeinge within five leagues of the Mayne.” The Virginia charter of 
1606, which included present Xew England, extended this area to 
“ within one hundred miles of the coast.” That of the Massachusetts 
Bay Company of 1691 included “ all Islands and Isletts lying within 
tenn leagues.” Other charters avoided such specific reference to the 
extent of jurisdiction over the sea. 

At the present time, by international agreement, the great seas of 
the earth are neutral to within one marine league of the islands and 
continents; the remainder of the water area is within the political 
domain of the country which it borders. It has been suggested that 
three English miles were chosen as the limit of political jurisdiction 
because when the limit was fixed,that was the average range of cannon.‘ 

A more probable reason seems to be mere convenience, three English 
miles, or one marine league, being the unit of linear measure on the 
water. So the sea boundary of New England, as of all countries border- 
ing the ocean, is now “ a line following the sinuosities of the seama& 
three miles out, but crossing from cape to cape where there is a great 
land locked water.’’* 

This definition of the oceanic boundary was applied to Canada in 
Article I of the American-British treaty of 1818. But the diplomats 
who drew up the document failed to specify what was to constitute a 
land locked water. This was an exceedingly important point, for 
Article I refers to the rights of United States fishermen to ply their 
industry in the great fishing ground along the shores of Eastern 
Canada. 

The question arose: “ From where must be measured the three 
marine miles on any of the coast, bays, creeks, or harbors referred 
to in the said article? ” It was the contention of Great Britain that the 
three marine miles should be measured from an imaginary line from 
headland to headland irrespective of the aim of the bay in question. 
The United States took the ground that their fishermen had the right 
to fish in any bay to within three miles of the shore. 

This was the most important of seven questions concerning the rights 
of United States fishermen on the Canadian coast, submitted to the 
Hague tribunal in June 1910 for arbitration. The tribunal, after sit- 
ting from June to September, established a definite law of international 
jurisprudence, by announcing that: “ the three marine miles are to be 
measured from a straight line drawn across the body of water at the 

1 Ellen Churchill Semple, A Study in Anthropo-Geography, Bull. Am. Geog. 80% 
April, 1908, p. 210. 

2 Albert Bushnell Hart, Actual Government, 3d Edition, p. 348. 
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ADVANTAGES O F  SHORE BOUNDARJES 19 

place where it ceases to have the configuration and characteristics of a 
bay ;” and further that the term “ bay ” refers to that part of a land 
locked water landward of the straight line across it “ in the part nearest 
the entrance ” and (( at the first point where the width does not exceed 
ten miles” This new principle of international law when applied to 
the New England coast technically divorces “ bay ” from “ Cape Cod ” 
in the title Cape Cod Bay and converts the bay into a neutral arm of 
the high seas. Similarly, Nantucket Sound is not within the juris- 
diction of Massachusetts, and some of the light ships in the sound 
are anchored in water that is not within the jurisdiction of the United 
States. Boston lightship is similarly located. On the other hand 
Long Island sound, because its entrance is less than ten miles acrow, 
lies within the jurisdiction of the United States and is divided between 
the political domains of New York and Connecticut. 

It seems probable that a still more exact definition of the off shore 
boundary will be called for in the near future when fishing grounds 
become more valuable, and when the floating population becomes more 
numerous. 

The shore boundary as now defined is difficult to conceive definitely 
since it depends upon the seacoast for its position, and the word 
seacoast is ambiguous. It may mean the water line at maximum, 
mean, or minimum low tide; or at maximum, mean, or minimum 
high tide. Again, if the boundary is to follow the sinuosities of the 
seacoast three miles out, it may be conceived as a line similar ta the 
coastline and three miles distant, or a line no part of which is nearer 
than three miles to the coastline. 

ADVA~TTAOES OF SHORE Boummms.-In general, the shore 
boundary has numerous advantages; it is the most obvious of boundary 
lines, it requires no survey to ascertain its position, no monuments 
are needed to designate its course. The shore boundary has a further 
great advantage over all others in that it is a physical and ethnic, 
as well a5 a political boundary. It thus is the most harmonious of 
boundaries. I n  the history of New England no controversy has ever 
arisen over the sea shore as a boundary. 

It may be said that the ehore boundary has a disadvantage because 
the coast line may change rapidly, as happens along the coast of sandy 
islands bordering the outer margin of a coastal plain. Near Atlantic 
City, New Jersey, one estate may lose several acres in a few years, 
and another gain as much in the same time. Nevertheless, the changes 
do not came a transfer of jurisdiction from one government to another, 
and so do not lead to disputes, as do changes in the course of rivers 
which serve as boundary lines. 

T n  times of war, the sea boundary is one of the easiest to defend. 
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20 8. W. CUSHINQ-BOUNDARIES OF TEE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

The harbors are like mountain passes; being the only ways of easy 
access, they make it possible for all the defensive forces to be concen- 
trated at a few points. Macauley emphasizes this advantage in con- 
sidering countries which are largely bounded by the sea. “ Some states 
have been enabled by their geographical position to defend themselves 
with advantage against immense f o m  The sea has repeatedly pro- 
tected England against the fury of the whole Continent. The Venetian 
Government, driven from its possessions on the land, could still bid 
defiance to the Confederacy of Cambray from the arsenal amid the 
lagoons.” In  the case of a very irregular coastline, like that of Yaine, 
however, where the harbora are over numerous the eaae of defense is 
lessened. 

I n  times of peace, the modern development of marine transportation 
causes a country with an ocean boundary to be close neighbors with 
half the world, and is one of the best means of promoting commercial 
prosperity. The extent and character of her coastal boundary has 
done as much as anything else to build up New England’s manu- 
factures and commerce. I n  short, in spite of the difficulties in the 
interpretation of the term, shore boundaries possess great advantages 
and are quite free from the disadvantages which we shall soon see to 
be common among some other boundary lines. 

RIVER BOUNDARIES. TIIETB TYrEs.--The position of a river 
boundary may be determined by any part of a river, such as the mid- 
dle a bank, the deepest channel, etc. Moreover, in this paper, a sub- 
class under this head includes boundaries that are determined by 
reference to a river, for example, “parallel to and three miles north 
of ” a stream. I n  New England the river boundary takes first place 
both in length and the niimber of references made to it in the charters, 
.grants, acts, and agreements. 

No other boundary featiiro offers so many parts that map be taken 
to determine the position of boundary lines. New England seems to 
exhaiist the list of possible references, as appears in the following 
descriptions. 

RIVER. No PART SPEcIFIED.-h some cases. where the riveT is 
inconspicuous in width no part is specified as the boundary, as is 
illustrated in a part of the northeastern boundary of Maine ( 3 )  .’ Here 
the line goes “ Southerly, by the said branch, (the southwest branch 
of the St. John’s) to the source thereof.” (Treaty of Great Britain 
1842 j. Another example of this is found in the most southern portion 
of t,he New York-Connecticut line, where the boundary begins “ in 
the mouth of a brook or a river called Byram’s River, where it falls into 

3 Numbers in parenthesis refer to boundary lines shown on map, page 21. 
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RIVER BOUNDARIES 21 

FIG. 1. Location map for points cited in text. 

77 Long Island Sound, and running thence up along said river . . . 
(12). (Revised Statutes of New Pork 1881). 

MIDDLE OF VARIOUS Paam.-The most common part of a river 
designated for a boundary line is 'the middle of its course or of the 
channel. This is the part of the river St. Croix used for a portion of 
the eastern boundary of the State of Maine. The treaty of 1782 with 
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22 S. W. CUSHINCt-BOUNDARIES O F  THE NEW ENQLAND STATES 

Great Britain defined it as “ a line to be drawn along the middle of 
the Tiver St. Croix, from its mouth in the Bay of Fundy to its source ” 
-(I)- 

A part of the northern boundary of Maine is a line which runs “ up 
the middle of the main cha;nml of the said river St. John, to the mouth 
of the river St. Francis; thence u p  the middle of the channel of the 
said river St. Francis, . . . ” (2).  (Art. I. Treaty of Great Britain 
1842). Nearly half of the north boundary of New Hampshire is a 
similar line (4), it being a line that runs “down the middle of said 
stream . . .” (Hall’s stream). (Treaty with Great Britain 1842). 
‘ I  The  middle of the deepest c7mnrtel” is the phrase that describes a 
small portion of the New York-Vermont line in reference to the 
Poultney river ( 5 ) .  (Act of Congress, April 7, 1880). 

Again, the southern portion of the Rhode Island-Connecticut bound- 
ary furnishes an illustration of this type, under a wording of new 
variety, In a charter given to Rhode Island and Providence Planta- 
tions by Charlw I1 in 1663, the country was described as “ bounded 
on the west or westerly, to the middle or c?z.u,mwl of a river there 
commonly called and known by the name of Pawcatuck . . . , 
and soe along tho sayd river, as the greater or middle streame there 
of reacheth or lyes upp into the north countrye . . . .” (6) .  

The Massachusetts-Rhode Island commissioners in 1860 attempted 
a more specific designation for the same type of boundary when they 
described a small part of the line between their states (71, as running 
‘‘ throiiTqh the center or middle of said Runnin’s River as the samc is 
at low water.” 

The southern fourth of the MaineNew Hampshire line, shows the 
boundary “passing u p  the middle of the river of Newichwannock, 
part of which is now called the Salmon Falls, and through the middle of 
the same to the farthest head thereof. . . ” (10). (Commissioners’ 
Report of 1829). 

A line that follows the midstream, channel, etc., seems to be the 
most impartial one, if any part of a river is to serve as the line. It 
was probably on this account that this phrasing was 80 much used 
in New England. The great variety of expressions used in referring 
to practically the same part evidently resulted from a lack of standard- 
ized boundary definitions. 

RIVEB BaNK.-when King Charles 11 of England in 1664 gave 
to his brother, the Duke of Pork, ‘‘ all the land from the west side 
of Connecticut River to ye east side of Delaware Bay ” he eatablishd 
a precedent that eventually determined George 111, a hundred years 
later, to declare “ t h e  Western bunks of the river Connecticut” to 
be the western boundary of New Hampshire (11). Since the Con- 
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RIVER BOUNDARIES 23 

necticut river is entirely within the jurisdiction of New Hampshire, 
that state collects revenue from all factories using the river for 
power even if they are located on the Vermont shore. I t  also has 
the responsibility of building and keeping in repair all the bridges to 
Vermont. (Letter from the N. H. Secretary of State 1910). 

HIGHEST WATER MAEK.-A peculiar local type of river boundary 
is found along the eastern border of Rhode Island, where the highest 
water mark is designated as a boundary. The line follows “ t h e  
highest water mark on the easterly side of Farmer’s or Seven Nile 
River ” (a), and “ the highest water mdc on the southerly and 
easterly side of said Ten Mile River ” (9). (Decree of U. S. Supreme 
Court 1861). 

RIVER BOUNDARIES. DETERMINED BY REFERENcE.-This tSpe Of 
line might well be considered under another head since it runs over 
tho land at some distance from the river to which it is related. But 
as its direction, position, an4 contour are supposedly determined by 
a river, it seems best to discuss it here. 

The most striking example of this c las~ of river boundaries is 
the eastern twefifths of the Massachusetts-New Hampshire line (13). 
This was described in a declaration of the King in 1740 “as  a 
similar curve line pursuing the course of the Merrimac River, at 
three miles distance on the north side thereof, beginning at the Atlantic 
Ocean and ending at a point due north of Pawtucket Falls.”’ 

The only other example in New England of a boundary determined 
by reference to a river is between New York on the one hand and 
Connecticut, Massachusetb and a portion of Vermont on the other. 
The Connecticut portion of this line (14) was first described as 
“ parallel to the Hudson and twenty miles distant from it, until the 
bounds of Massachusetts were reached.”6 Later it was observed that 
if its course followed the constant, though slight bends in the river 
“ it would be of such an irregular and ‘ zigzag ’ character, as to make 
it quite unsuited for a permanent boundary between two states.”’ So 
it was agreed that the line should be a straight line, with a general 
direction the same as that of the Hudson River, and twenty miles 
distant from it. 

As actually run the line deserves to be classed with mathematical 
boundaries; and in its relation to the topography of the district it. is 

‘Henry Gannett, Boundaries of the United Statw (3d Edition), Bull. 226, u. 8. 
Geol. szlrv., p. 48. 

6 8. E. Baldwin, Boundary Line Between Connecticut and New York, New Haven 
Historical Society Papers, Vol. In, p. 278. 

6 ZMd. 
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24 s. w. CUSHINO-BOUNDARIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

almost a creslt line, and a divide. At the time it ,was run, it coin- 
cided with the ethnic boundary between the Dutch and English 
colonies. So it has the peculiar distinction of coming under six 
distinct classes of boundary lines. The same characteristics hold 
throughout most of the northern extension of the New England-New 
York boundary to Poultney River. 

The early coincidence of the ethnic, physical and political 
boundaries in this region was not accidental. The Indians sold grants 
of land along the Hudson, above the gorge, to the Dutch and described 
the eastern boundary as a line parallel to the Hudson and half a day's 
walk distant. This is practically the crest of the highlands. The Dutch 
settled their grant and came under the jurisdiction of New Amsterdam 
which is now New York. So it would seem that topography was the 
controlling factor in fixing the position of the line. 

I n  Massachusetts the precedent established by Connecticut and New 
York was followed, for the line is here straight, with termini twenty 
miles from the Hudson River, so that it follows the general course 
of the river (15). A nearly similar relation holds i n  the Vermont 
mtion of the line (16). 

ADVANTAGES OF RIVER BouNDmIm.-The most obvious advant- 
age of a river boundary is that it can be easily described in a treaty 
and indicated on 8 map. Moreover, its position is so unmistakable, 
that no survey is needed to identify it. Again, except where inter- 
rupted by falls and rapids so that it can be used for power, a river 
seldom leads to industrial controversies between the sections which 
it bounds. Also in times of war the river boundary has to a certain 
degree the same advantages as a coast with its harbors and a mountain 
range with its passes. The fording places and bridges like the harbors 
and passes are but placw for the concentration of forces, while the 
other parts may serve as lines of protection. The New 'England states 
have never had occasion to test this use of the river boundary. 

All the disputes over river boundaries in New EngIand have rwulted 
from the inadequate wording of treaties, as in the cases where the 
St. Croix river is mentioned without stating which of the several rivers 
of that name is meant, or from hostility to accepting a certain river as 
a boundary because it did not include the right area, which happened 
when New 'Hampshire refused to accept the Connecticut as her western 
boundary. .There has been no controversy over the position of the 
line when once a river was accepted. 

DISADVANTAQES OF RIVER BonNDARIEs.-of the disadvantages of 
the river boundary probably the greatest results from the inconstancy 
of rivers. The part specified in a treaty is liable to change, be it 
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LAKE BOUNDARIES 25 

the middle of the river, the main channel, the d e e p t  channel, one 
of the banks, or highest or lowest water mark, and with a change 
may come controversies and inconveniences. This is especially true 
of rivers meandering in broad flood plains, for such are likely to change 
their course and transfer much land and possibly people from one 
jurisdiction to another. The lower Rio Grande has often played 
such a part and by transferring people from the United States to Mexico 
or the reverse has well demonstrated the inconveniences of river bound- 
aries. Since New Eiiglsnd has been recently glaciated, it has few 
rivers of this type, and none of these now serve as boundaries. 

Rivers with tails, which :ire wiluable commercially, are o h m  ~ource9 
of dispiites i f  they wrve ns baundnry lines, especially between nations. 
The Niagnra is most famous. In  1910 the water power of the Kiagura 
and other rivers between the Great Lakes led to a treaty between the 
United States and Great Britain which establishes an inter- 
national commission to investigate any question arising in respect to 
the boundary. 

Lord Curzon' points out that rivers as the creation of nature, in 
contradistinction to the creation of man, are natural boundaries; but 
in relation to the natural habits of man, rivers are not the natural divi- 
sions, because people of the same race are apt 'to reside on both banks. 
This relation of rivers to people, in the early history of New England, 
nearly established a new state under the title of " New Connecticut," 
in the valley of the Connecticut river, north of the Massachusetts line. 
Settlers on one side of the river had closer social bonds with those on 
the other side, than they had with the colonistsl over the divide at their 
backs, and so they desired close political union with them. Outside 
influence prevented the consummation of this inclination. 

A similar relation, between rivers and people was responsible for 
moving the northern limit of New England from the St. Lawrence 
river, as it was previous to the cession of Canada from France to 
Great Britain in 1763, southward to a divide. 

3. LAKE BouNDaIEs.-The northern twethirds of the New York- 
Vermont boundary is the most conspicuous example of a lake boundary 
in New England (17). 

Hem, in Lake Champlain the line follows the deepest channel 
between certain islands. The longest and probably the most important 
lake boundary in the world, that of the United States and Canada 
in the Great Lakes, with the exception of part of Lake Superior, 
follows the middle course of the lakes. This seems to be the just psi -  
tion of such a boundary. Conditions in Lake Champlain rendered 
such a p i t i o n  inadvisable for numerous islands would have been 
thereby divided between the adjacent states. 

7 Lord Cunon of Kedeleton, Frontiers (3d Edition), p. 20. 
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26 s. w. GUSHING-BOUNDARIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

The Commissioners’ report of 1814 detncribes the line as running 
“through the middle of the deepest c h m l  of East Bay (a small 
southern arm of Lake Champlain) and the waters thereof to where 
the same communicate with Lake Champlain; then through the 
deepest channel of Luke ChurnpZi$n to the ,eastward of the islands 
called the Four Brothers, and then westward of the islands called 
the Grand Isle and Long Isle, or the Two Heroes, and to the westward 
of the Isle La Motte to the line in the forty-fifth degree of north 
latitude, . . . 

Another example of lake boundaries in New England is the Schoodic 
Lakes along the east boundary of Maine (18). No specific mention 
is made of these in any treaty relating to the northeast boundary. 
Although they are in numerous places over four miles wide, they 
are evidently considered a part of the St. Croix river, and hence 
the boundary follows their middle course. 

For a few miles the eastern boundary of Rhode Island is a lake 
boundary (21). In the Supreme Court decree of 1861, this was des- 
cribed as running southerly along ‘ I  The highest wa temrk  on westerly 
side of South Waduppa P d ,  and of Sawdy Pond, and of the streams 
connecting said ponds. . . . ” The reason for the use of the highest 
watermark for the line, seems to be that the ponds here mentioned 
were reservoirs for Massachusetts towns, at the time the boundary 
was settled. 

The more usual variety of lake boundary ‘is illustrated in northern 
Maine, where the boundary for about twelve miles is through lakes 
(24). Article I of the Treaty with Great Britain of 1842, describes 
i t  thus: (( thence up the middle of the channel of the said river St. 

9,  

Francis, and of the lakes through which it flows. . . . 97 

SOUND BouNDaRY.-The southern boundary of Connecticut is a 
line through Long Island Sound, (23-31-32). For years Connecticut 
acknowledged that New York owned “ all the islands specifically 
named in her boundary statute ” . . . but she denied (( that the 
general dividing line between the States is farther north than the mid- 
dle line of the Sound.”’ Thus it seemed at one time that the middle 
line of the Sound would hecome the boundary, but in 1880 commis- 
sioners made the Sound line a series of mathematical lines and their 
report was ratified. These lines practically follow the middle of 
the Sound but since no part of the Sound is referred to as a controlling 
factor in determining the character, position, or direction of this 
line, they are left for consideration under mathematical boundaries. 

8 S. E. Baldwin, Boundary Line Between Connecticut and New York, New Haven 
Historical Society Papers, Vol. 111, p. 287. 
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BAY BOUNDAEIES 27 

BAY BouNDAaIEs.-The southern portion of the international 
boundary between Maine and New Bimnswick is a bay boundary (19). 
I n  the treaty with Great Britain of 1872, Article I1 refers to this 
boundary in these words '( a line to be drawn along the middle of 
the River St. Croix, from its mouth in the bay of Fundy, to its 
eource," and further on, '( comprehending all islands . . . lying 
between lines to be drawn due east from the points, where the afore 
said boundaries . . . shall respectively touch the Bay of Fundy, 
and the Atlantic Ocean ; excepting such islands as now are, or hereto- 
fore have been, within the limits of the said Province of Nova 
Scotia."' 

The first reference gives merely the starting point, the first part of 
the second would makc the boundary a parallel, and the last part nulli- 
fies the 6rst by making it a tortuous line in the bay, winding seaward 
among the islands. A Board of Commissioners awarded three of these 
islands to the United States and a31 the rest to Great Britain. As the 
line is today then, it has no more specific position as far as its descrip- 
tion goes, thaq a line of separation among islands. 

Actually the line is carefully marked by means of white buoys. 
The need of nice dwignation is prominently felt here because of the 
excellent lobster grounds throughout the bay, and the rtivorsity of 
the laws of Maine and New Brunswick that control the taking of 
lobsters. Maine protects the young throughout the year by prcscribing 
a minimum length, and New Brunswick aims to conserve the supply 
by establishing a closed season of seven months, and a minimum 
length, less than that of Maine, during the open season. This condi- 
tion offers an opportunity to the fishermen on both sides for increasing 
their profits, by stealthily ignoring the position of the line. 

The southern part of the Rhode Island-Connecticut boundary is a 
bay boundary (20). It follows the midline of Little Narragansett 
Bay for  several miles. The bay is an open lagoon in a glacial outwash 
plain into which a river empties. It seems to have been taken to be 
a part of the river, for the charter of Charles I1 of 1663, describes 
Rhode Island as extending to the west, '( to the middle or channel of a 
river there. . . . '"O with no specific mention of the bay boundary. 

The Southern portion of the MaineNew Hampshire line is a bay 
boundary (22). His Majesty's commissioners reported, in  1735, 
(( That the dividing line shall pass up through the mouth of Pisca- 
taqua Harbor, and up the middle of the river," and, " that the dividing 
line shall part the Isle of Sholes, and run through the middle of the 
harbor, between the islands, to the sea on the southerly side. . . . ,911 

Q A. Gallatin, Northeastern Boundary, 1840, p. 9. 
10 Henry Gannett, Boundaries of the United States (3d Edition), BuZl. 226, 77. S. 

GeoZ. Surv., p. 71. 
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28 8. w. CUSHING-BOUNDARIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

Bay boundaries are sometimes marked by beacons on land or by buoys 
in the water. I f  the latter are used they are liable to be confused with 
channel markers. So the exact position of the line is difficult to 
determine. 

Bays are usually used for harbors, and most harbors are places 
of concentrated activity where strict and prompt jurisdiction is 
required. I f  a line in a bay is used for a boundary, it tends to pro- 
hibit this desirable jurisdiction for vessels may anchor near the line 
and 90 be in a questionable position in relation to jurisdiction. The 
application of quarantine or health laws, or those pertaining to navi- 
gation, passengers, :fishing, and the like, may be thus hindered. This 
disadvantage in the bay boundary has been overcome in the Delaware- 
New Jersey line by permitting each state (‘to enjoy and exercise a 
concurrent jurisdiction within and upon ” the water of Delaware river 
and bay. 

I n  the first cession of land from Mexico the United States was care- 
ful to obviate this disadvantage by having the western part of the line 
drawn ‘( to a point on the coast of the Pacific ocean distant one marine 
league due south of . . . the port of San Diego,”lz 

An advantage of a bay boundary if it be adapted to serve as a har- 
bor, is that it gives both the adjacent states or countries an aid to 
industrial development, whereas another line in such a region might 
turn the advantage to only one, especially if harbors were few in the 
vicinity. 

HIGHLAND BOUNDARIES. 
DIVIDE BonNDARIEs.-~n New England, for over eighty yea#rrs, 

a boundary determined by a divide was the cause of disputes. Histori- 
cally, this line was first described by a proclamation issued by Great 
Britain, in 176:3, following the Peace of Paris of that year. The 
line was to cross the St. Lawrence and Lake Champlain in the 45th 
degree of north latitude, (( and thence to proceed along the highlands 
which divide the rivers that empty themselves into the St. 1’ Jawrenee 
from those which fall into the sea.7713 

This precedent led Great Britain, in the treaty of 1782, in des- 
cribing the limits of the United States, to declare this part of the 
boundary to be ‘( From the northwest angle of Nova Scotia . . . 
along the highlands which divide those rivers that empty themelve 
into the river St. Lawrence from t.hose which fall into the Atlantic 

It will be observed from the map (Fig. 1) that there is a main 
Ocean, to the northwestern-most head of Connecticut River. . . . 9 )  

12 Ibid, p. 24. 
1s Daniel Webster, Worka, Vol. 11, p. 147. 
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CREST BOUNDARY 29 

divide and a subdivide in this section of the country. One truly 
divides all the rivers flowing into the Atlantic from those emptying 
into the St. Lawrence; the other separates the basins of the St. Croix, 
Penohcot, Kennebec, etc., from those of St. John, Chaudiere, St. 
Francis, Yamaska, etc. Rut the St. John is an Atlantic river and so 
ought not to be grouped with the St. Lawrence rivers. However, Great 
Britain reasoned that as in the treaty the St. Lawrence bay was not 
considered a part of the Atlantic ocean, 50 the Bay of Fundy, into 
which the St. John empties, should not be so considered. Hence the 
St. John is not an Atlantic flowing river. So the highlands to the 
south were those referred to according to the contention of Great 
Britain. She was so persistent in this view, apparently for strategic 
reasons, that compromise finally resulted, concerning which, Webster, 
who represented the United States, declared the underlying principle to 
be “ that the arrangement shall be for the mutual convenience and 
advantage of both parties, if the terms can be made fair, and equal, 
and honorable to both.”” 

As a result the divide boundary was cut down to one fourth the 
length it would have had, had the (( American line ” been adopted. 
As i t  is today, the boundary extends from the source of the southwest 
branch of the St. John’s ‘I in  the highlands at the Metjarmette portage; 
thence down along the said highlands which divide the waters which 
empty themselves into the river St. Lawrenw, from those which 
fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the head of Hall’s stream ”” (25). 

The geographic lesson taught by such an outcome seems to be that 
in a little known country even a divide boundary designated with care- 
ful specifications, can be brought into dispute, if the incentive is 
great enough. 

As has been stated above, the line which forms the western boundary 
of Connecticut, Mamachusetts and a portion of Vermont, (l4-15-16), 
practically follows a divide which is nearly at the crest of the Taconic 
Mountains. Along the southern course, it is the divide between the 
Hudson basin and that of the Housatonic; and in the northern part, 
it is a subdivide between the Hudson and its tributaries, especially 
the Hoosic. But since this boundary was not d&ed as a divide 
boundary, it mill not be considered here as such. 

CREST BOUNDARY.-A crest boundary may be defined as one that 
follows the highest parts or summits of a range of hills or mountains. 
It does not necessarily coincide with the divide, for any considerable 
distance, and may not even approximate it. Land forms are so variant 

14Ibid, p. 151. 
15 Henry Qannett, BoundarieE of the United States (3d Edition), Bull. 226, 0. 5. 

Geol. SUTV., p. 17. 
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30 s. w. CUSHING-BOUNDARIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

in degree of resistance that some rivers, by headward erosion, or 
otherwise, may have carved their valleys far beyond the general crest 
line, while others are just approaching it. So the crest line is often 
very discontinuous. Such is the relation between the divide and crest 
line in the Andes, where is located the disputed Argentina-Chile 
boundary; also, in the northward extension of the Rockies, where 
the Alaska-Canada line was first described as following the summit 
of the mountains situated parallel with the coast. 

As far as specific reference to a crest line goes, New England fur- 
nishes no example in her boundaries. But in following a line parallel 
with and twenty miles east of the Hudson, sections of the eastern 
New York boundary approximate closely the crest line of the Taconic 
Mountains, as has already been noticed. 

Crest lines, like divides, form lines of separation far from the scenes 
of people’s iiaual activit,ies, and thus are well adapted to serve as 
boundaries. But because they are seldom continuous and at best diffi- 
cult to ascertain, they are less desirable than are divides. Lord 
Curzon“ in referring to the Alaska-Canada line, questions “ the 
practicability or  meaning of a line that scaled inaccessible peaks and 
was lost amid ice and eternal snow.” 

MATHENATICAL BOUNDARIES. 
PARdLLELS.-The shape of the earth is such that lines can be pre 

cisely located on its surface in relation to its daily motion. One set 
of lines so determined are east-west lines or parallels. They are more 
extensively used as boundary lines in the United 8tates than are any 
other mathematical lines. 

I n  fact, with the exception of Maine, New Jersey, and Ohio, there 
is no state in the Union that does not include at least part of one 
parallel in its boundary. Even in Maine part of the boundary was 
originally described as a “due east line” but was nullified later; 
and Ohio, in her constitution, defined the northern boundary as an 
“ east and west line ” but that was also made void. One cause for the 
extensive use of parallels in United States seeme to be the comparative 
ease with which they can be described by diplomats in relation to sec- 
tions sparsely inhabited, and little known. Another cause that probably 
had some influence, is the north and south direction of the coast line 
and the habit of making one set of boundary lines at right angks to 
the coast line. Still another cause is the early movement of settle 
ment from east to west. 

I n  New England the international representative of this type of 
boundary is in Vermont (26).  I n  the Treaty of 1842 with Great 

16 Lord Curzon of Kedelston, Frontiers (2d Edition), p. 36. 
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MATHEMATICAL BOUNDARIES 31 

Britain, this was referred to as "the old boundary surveyed and 
marked b,y Valentine and Collin,, previously to the year 1774, as the 
45th degree of north latitude. . . . " This boundary was fimt 
described when Fngland acquired Canada from France in 1763 by 
the Peace of Paris. It was then that the claim of Massachusetts to 
the north bank of the St. Lawrence river was disallowed by England 
and Xassachueetts was limited by a line " that was to cross the St. 
Lawrence and T,ake Champlain in the 45th degree of north latitude, 

I n  making this cbange Great Britain was apparently prompted by a 
desire to bring her newly acquired sections of ethnic homogeneity, (Que- 
bec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia) into closer physical or geogra- 
phic union. When the desire was felt, the maps of the region were 
inadequate to suggest to British diplomats any physical features that 
might serve the purpose of a boundary, and the region had been little 
explored. Hence for convenience and exactness the parallel aeems 
to have been adopted. 

The greater parts of the northern and southern boundaries of 
Massachusetts (27 and 28) are described in the original grants, in 
terms that would seem to mean parallels, and attempts were made to 
locate them as such, hut inadequate geographic knowledge prevented 
this. In a decision proniulgated by the Lords of Trade in March, 1740, 
the western part of the northern boundary of Massachusetts was des- 
cribed as beginning at a point " three miles due north of Pawtucket 
Falls, and thence due west to His Majesty's other 
Thus three fourths of the northern boundary of Massachusetts was 
defined as the parallel passing through a point three miles due north 
of Pawtucket Falls on the Merrimac. Richard Hazen attempted to 
mark this line in 1741, under instruction from Governor Belcher, 
and allowed for a westerly variation of the needle of 10 degrees. This 
variation was later found to be too large. 

Another error was made in the line, for a constant variation of 
10 degrees was used, whereas it should have been constantly decreased 
from east to west, the total decrease being about one degree. Hence 
the line curves to the north, favoring Massachusetts. Nevertheless, 
lhe line as run was accepted and is still the boundary. 

The other Massachusetts boundary that was first interpreted to be 
a parallel (28-29) was defbed in a grant from the council of Ply- 
mouth of 1628 in these terms: '' all . . . landes . . . lyeing 
within the space of Three Englishe Myles on the South Parte of the 
said River called Charles River, or of any or every Parte thereof . . . 
lyeing within the Lymitts aforesaid, North and South, in Latitude 

and thence to proceed along the highlands. . . . 7917 

17Daniel Webster, Works, Vol. 11, p. 147. 
18 W. Harriman, History of Warner, N. H., p. 561. 
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32 s. w. CUSIIING-BOUNDARIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

and Breadth, and in Length and Longitude . . . from the 
Atlantic . . . ocean . . . to the South Sea.”’g 

Commissioners from Massachusetts and Rhode Island in 1710 dis- 
carded the due west line, for some reason not apparent,, and adopted 
one that was to start from a point (‘ 3 English miles distant southward 
from the southernmost part of the river called Charles River,” and 
run, (‘ so it may (at Connecticut River) be two and one half miles to 
the southward of a due west line.” This brought about a series of 
controversies over this section of the line (291, that lasted for nearly 
two hundred years and in which were involved two appeals to the 
Supreme Court of the United States. Gannett pronounces this pro- 
longed dispute “ in some respects the most remarkable boundary case 
with which this country has had to do,”20 

The country over which 
the line was to run was comparatively level and relatively inviting 
for settlement, and although distant from the coast line, was much 
frequented by colonists passing between the Massachusetts Bay settle- 
ments and those of Long Island Sound and Narragansett Bay. Thus 
it was early known and settled, long before an attempt was made to 
fix the boundary line formally. As early as 1642 a stake was set up 
on the plain at  Wrentham to mark the commencement of the line but 
the westward extension was not designated. Each colony granted to 
settlers sections which were presumed to be within its jurisdiction. 
But since the definition referred the line to no topographic feature, 
except the point of departure, it could not be ascertained exactly except 
by skilled geodesists. Thus is illustrated one of the disadvantages of the 
mathematical line as a boundary. Nevertheless a line of jurisdiction 
was early established, but this only approximated the deiined line of 
the grant. This gave the colonies, and later the states, many grounds 
for dispute, and so followed a long controversy. The jurisdictional 
boundary, a very irregular line, was finally adopted in 1881 and is 
still extant. It is treated under parallels because its progenitor was a 
parallel, and a parallel determined its general direction, position, and 
extent. 

The other portion of the parallel which is a part of the southern 
boundary of Massachusetts, is that separating it from Connecticut (28). 
This underwent a similar history, and reached a termination similar 
to the Rhode Island section. A’s it is today, it is made up of sections 
of parallels, other mathematical lines (town boundaries), and short 
topographic lines. It however approximates the parallel originally 

19 Henry Gannett, Boundaries of the United States (3d Edition), Bull. 226, 77. S. 
Geol. Sum,  p. 54. 

The reason for this seems geographic. 

20 m a ,  p 55. 
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MERIDIANS 33 

described as that of a point three miles south of the southernmost part 
of the Charles River. 

The method of defining a boundary by giving its latitude in degrees 
as was done with the parallel of 45’ in northern Vermont, is very com- 
mon in the West. Another means, however, has been employed in 
separating North and South Dakota. The dividing line agreed upon 
when they were admitted as states was the “ seventh standard parallel ” 
from the base of the fifth principal meridian. The “standard 
parallels” are those which have been carefully laid out bey govern- 
ment geodesists in certain parts of the country, as standards for local 
surveys of boundaries of smaller divisions. “This line is about four 
miles south of the parallel 40 degrees from the Equator, and was 
chosen in preference to the geogaphic parallel because it was the 
boundary line between farms, sections, townships, and to a considerable 
extent, counties.”21 

A peculiar method of referring to parallels is found in the Treaty 
with Great Britain in 1782 in defining the limits of the United States. 
The line was defined to the Mississippi River, ‘‘ thence by a line to be 
drawn along the middle of the said river Mississippi until it shall inter- 
sect the northernmost part of the thirty-first degree of north latit~de.”’~ 
The same method was employed in the Revised Statute of New York 
of 1881, relative to the southern boundary of that state. The act 
reads: “ then south along said meridian line to a monument in the 
beginning of the fwty-third degree of north latitude . . . then 
east along the line . . . in the same parallel of lati t~de.”’~ The 
parallel meant here is the forty-second. It was so run and marked. 

I n  both cases the idea of a parallel of latitude seems to be a band 
about the earth parallel to the equator and one degree wide, with 
the “ begining ’) nearest the equator. 

The advantages and disadvantages of parallels as boundaries are 
nearly identical with those of other mathematical lines, so they will 
be numerated later in relation to the larger class. 

MEaIDIaNs.-In the United States among mathematical boundaries, 
meridians are second only to parallels in extensiveness of use. Meri- 
dians as boundaries are illustrated in New England by the northern 
half of the eastern boundary of BIaiiie ( S O ) ,  and the greater part of 
the Rhode Island-Connecticut boundary (38) .  

The Maine line is first referred to in the treaty with Great Britain 
of 1782 in a description of the northwest angle of Nova Scotia, as 

2 1  W. E. Johnson Mathematical Geography, p. 234. 
22Henr.y Gannett, Boundaries of the United States (3d Edition), Bull. 226, 

28 laid,  p. 82. 
ZJ. 5. Geol. Sure)., p. 9. 
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34 S. W. CUSHINQ-BOUNDARIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

“that angle which is formed by ci line drawn due north from the 
source of St. Croix River to the highland.” Farther on in defining 
the eastern boundary of the United States it is said that a line is “ to 
be drawn along the middle of the river St. Croix from its 
mouth . . . to its source, and from its source directly north 
to the aforesaid highlands.” 

It is significant that although prolonged disputes arose concerning 
the position of the source of the St. Croix, and the highlands that 
were referred to, there was none over the meridian part of the boundary 
at any time. 

The Rhode Island line is the meridian of the mouth of a tributary. 
I n  the charter to Rhode Island, granted by Charles I1 in 1663, the 
country was bounded on the west by Pawcatuck river to the head, 
“ and from thence, by a straight lyne drawn due north until it meets 
with the south lyne of the Massachusetts Col~ny.”~’ Difficulties in 
locating the main part of the Pawcatuck river, led to a compromise 
that determined the mouth of Ashawoga river, a ‘tributary, as the 
starting point of the meridian. I n  surveying the line the meridian 
was marked part of the way, but elsewhere, a series of short 
straight lines forming the jurisdictional boundaries of previous town- 
ship grants was followed, for those had tried to follow the described 
line. 

I n  naming meridians as boundaries the more usual custom in the 
1Jnit.d States is to give their distances from a prime meridian, either 
that of Greenwich or Washington, instead of the meridians of topo- 
graphic features as in Maine and Rhode Island. Previous to 1861, 
Greenwich was the standard for meridians used as boundaries in the 
United States. At that time, however, in the act that enabled Kansas 
to become a state, the western boundary was described as “ the  25th 
meridian of longitude west of Washington.” Since then Washington 
has been the standard in such cases. The boundaries of Nebraska, 
North and South Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico and 
Utah are examples of this. It seems as if patriotic reasons were 
responsible for this change. 

Thus the eastern boundary of New Mexico is the 103rd meridian 
west of Greenwich and the western boundary of the same state, the 
32nd meridian w e t  of that of Washington. When defined in mlation 
to a standard meridian the task of locating the initial point is more 
difficult and the possibility of error greater than when the meridian 
of a topographic feature is the boundary. 

I n  locating a point of the 100th Meridian as the eastern boundary 
of northern Texas, after using the best instruments obtainable in 

24 Zbia, p. 71. 
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STBAlCrHT LINE BOUNDARIEB 35 

numerous trials, H. S. Pritchett reported a probable error of plus or 
minus seventy-three feet, and declared that this could not be ‘( appreci- 
ably reduced without a redetermination of transatlantic l~ngitudes.”~’ 

“ STRAIGHT LINE ” BonruDasrEs.-The “ straight line ” as used 
in a boundary definition means the line of intersection between the 
earth’s surface and a plain which contains the termini of the line 
and the center of the earth, and which unlike a meridian or parallel, 
does not depend upon the movement of the earth for its direction. 
Although called “ straight ” this line is usually very irregular, due 
to the irregularities of the surface over which it runs. And if tho 
surface were an ideal plain, the line would not be straight because 
it would be on the surface of a nearly spherical body, the earth. I t  
would really be the arc of a great circle. 

The aerial extension 
may not be commonly conceived until aeroplanes and balloons become 
much more numerous, but the subterranean extension is of great 
importance in mining regions. So a boundary is really a plane. I t  
was 80 acknowledged in a description of a boundary monument to be 
used on the U. S.-Mexico line as given in a report of the Commis- 
sioners. It reads; “These rings will be placed, one at the top of 
shaft, the others twelve inches below, and will be carefully located 
in. the plane of th 

Under this conception the straight line boundary becomes a part 
of a plane ,which contains the given termini and the center of the 
earth. I t  is the intersection of this plane and the earth’s surface never- 
theless that monuments mark; so that is the important thing, as far 
as the present use of the boundary outside of mining regions is con- 
cerned. 

An example of the “straight line” boundary in New England is 
the northern portion of the Maine-Quebec line (35), which is a 
portion of the Compromise line between Canada and the United States. 
I n  the treaty with Great Britain of 1842, it is described as running 
from the outlet of Lake Pokenagarnook ; “ thence southwesterly, in 
a straight line, to a point an the northwest branch of the river St. 
John, which point shall be ten miles distant from the main branch 
of the St. John, in a straight line, and in the nearest direction.” In 
this case drainage features are used to determine the position of the 
termini, with another straight line as an auxiliary. 

The next section of the compromise line to the south is also a 
straight line (36 j .  From the southern terminus of the line just 
described, it runs, in a straight line, in a course about south, eight 

25 M. Baker, The Northwest Boundary of Texas, Bull. 194, U. 8. Geol. Surv., p. 35. 

After all, the limit of jurisdiction is a plane. 
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36 s. w. CUSHINO-BOUNDARIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

degrees west, to the point where the parallel of latitude 46 degreea 
25 minutes north intersects the southwest branch of the St. John’s.” 
Such a reference to a point could be made only in a region that had 
been carefully mapped and such a point could not be actually located 
without the aid of skillful geodesists. The line has numerous monu- 
ments to show its course. 

The longest straight line boundary in New England is the central 
part of the Connecticut-Long Island line (31). The ratified report of 
the commissioners in 1880 gave this part, as running from the end 
of a true southeast course three and a quarter statute miles from 
Byram Point, “ thence in a straight line (the arc of a great circle) 
northeasterly to a point four statute miles due south of New London 
Light House; . . . ”26 This line is eighty-two statute miles 
long. With a few short segments of loxodromic curves at  either 
end it determines the respective jurisdictions of New Pork and Con- 
necticut over the waters and islands of Long Island Sound. 

The straight line boundary is illustrated outside New England 
by portions of the U. S.-Mexico line. California is separated from 
Lower California by “ a straight line drawn from the middle of Rio 
Gila, where it unites with the Colorado, to a point on the coast of 
the Pacific Ocean distant one marine league due south of the south- 
westernmost point of the port of San Diego.”27 

Such a line was used in the Gadsden Purchase of 1853, with short 
stretches of parallels and meridians. It follows roughly the southern 
divide the Gila River and so h e s  a large part of the United States- 
Mexico boundary. The reason why the mathematical approximate 
of this divide should have been used instead of the topographic feature 
is not clear. The topography is everywhere pronounced making the 
divide conspicuous. Thus it would have required only a hasty recon- 
noissance to locate the line and only a few monuments to mark it. As 
it was, an extended and costly survey had to be made and many 
monuments erected, some with difficulty and hazard on precipitous 

,4 rectangular relation is found between the straight line and the 
divide in the northern part of the Wisconsin-Michigan boundary. A 
similar relation holds between a straight line and the divide between 
the Hudson Bay and Gulf drainage in a part of the Minnesota-South 
Dakota line. 

The New York-New Jersey boundary is “ a direct or straight line.” 
Before the District of Columbia ceded a portion of its area to Vir. 
ginia, it was practically a square, bounded by four ten-mile “ direct 

77. S. Geol. Sum., p. 76. 

slopes. 

26Henry Gannett, The Boundaries of the United States (3d Edition), Bull. 226, 

2 7  ma., p. 24. 
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LOXODBOME BOUNDARIES 37 

lines. The longest “ straight line ” boundary on the earth is that which 
constitutes the greater part of the eastern limit of California. 

~ X O D R O M E  BouNDAErEs.-The loxodrome boundary is a curve that 
cuts all meridians at the same angle and is oblique to parallels, or it 
may be defined as a line of constant bearing. It will be observed 
that this line is unlike the “ straight line ” in that it cannot be con- 
tained in a plane. 

I n  early times, when surveyors had meagre and uncertain knowledge 
concerning the magnetic variation of the compass, they often allowed 
for too much or too little variation in fixing boundaries, determined 
by parallels of latitude. The revulting line was a loxodrome, providing 
correction was made for the differences of variation in different places. 
Thus, if the latter provision had been made in running the parallel 
of northern Massachusetts, since the primary variation was too great, 
the line would have been a loxodrome. As it is the line is very nearly 
one. 

The mathematical portion of the Maine-New Hampshire boundary 
(37) is a loxodrome as expressed in the report of a board of commis- 
sioners in 1731. From the “ furthest head ” of the Newhichawack 
River, the line was to “run north two degrees west till 120 miles 
were finished . . . or until it meets with His Majesty’s other 
governme~ts.”~~ A portion of this line was “ spotted and measured ” 
in 1741, a continuance in 1767, and the remainder in 1789. 

It was claimed by Massachusetts, with seeming justice, that the first 
surveyor did not make due allowance for the variation of the compass. 
It is probable the other two did not correct for annual change in the 
variation. All three let topographic features influence mildly the 
position of the line, according to their convenience. So it will be 
seen the marked line only approximates the loxodrome described in 
the early papers. 

Other examples of the loxodromic boundary in New England, are 
found in short portions of the Connecticut-New Pork line in the 
Sound. Here they are referred to as “ a true southeast course” (23), 
‘‘ east threequarters north, sailing course ” (32), etc. Other varieties 
of expression for the loxodrome are “ a line to be run north 45 degrees 
east” till it intersects a specified river, as in the description of the 
Virginia-Kentucky boundary ; and “ from Goat Island northwest to 
the 35th degree parallel,” as in that of the North Carolina-South 
Carolina line. 

The loxodrome is not used nearly so often as a boundary as are 
the other mathematical lines mentioned above. When it is used 
in documents the engineers in the field, either through ignorance 

28 New Hampshire Historical Collections, Vol. 2, p. 278. 
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38 s. w. GUSHING-BOUNDARIES OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

or for mutual convenience are likely to convert it into a straight line, 
or a broken line made up of a series of straight lines which approxi- 
mate the true curve. 

ARCS OF SMALL CIRCLEs.-This class of mathematical boundaries 
has no representative in the boundaries of the New England States, 
but is considered here to round out the class, and because it is an 
interesting member of the group. As a boundary line a small circle 
may be defined as a circular arc of small radius, which has for its 
center a natural or artificial object. 

The only state boundary in the Union that includes a circular line 
is that of DelawarePennsylvania. I t  is described as “ a n  arc of a 
circle, having for its center the steeple of the old court-house at New 
Castle, Delaware, and a radius of twelve miles.”2s This circular 
boundary of a state was evolved from a county line which was 
described in a conveying deed as “the town of New Castle and a 
twelve-mile circle around the Later Delaware was formed 
by the union of three counties, one of which was New Castle. 

The work of running the line ,was done years after its definition, 
and was attended by many surveying difficulties. Such a line in 
order to be recognized has a unique disadvantage as a boundary, in 
that it requires an almost continuous visible indication of its coursa 

The circular boundary is used in the United States very sparingly 
for town boundaries. Some of the old Hanse towns of Germany were 
bounded by circular lines. 

The study of the mathematical boundaries of New England has 
shown that, in general, they can be easily expressed in treaties, even in 
reference to a country that is little known. This explains why they 
are so common in the United States, Canada, Africa, and Australia. 
Mathematical boundaries can also be easily identified on a map; they 
can be definitely located on the ground; and, unlike some river 
boundaries, their courses can be precisely marked by monuments. 

Their one great drawback, and this is vital, is that unless they are 
carefully related to the topography, they are almost certain to create 
political divisions in ethnic, physical, industrial, and perhaps religious 
units, and this may be a basis for strife. Hence the mathematical 
biindary, especially if it is international, is liable to undergo changes 
until it becomes more harmonious with the surroundings. This may 
be one reason why there are so few boundaries of this type in Eurape 
and Asia. 

 henry Gannett, Boundaries of the United States (3d Edition), Bull. 226, 
U. S. Geol. Sum, p. 86. 

30 m d ,  p. 87. 
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EBBECTS OB BOUNDARIES 39 

BOUNDARY M&zKs.-some of the marks by which the courses of 
the early boundary lines of New England were indicated were indeed 
crude and inadequate. Yet some of these are still extant as the only 
authoritative marks. The loxodrome boundary of the MaineNew 
Hampshire line illustrates the matter. A part of the record reads: 
‘‘ thence same course two hundred twenty-five rods across a bay of said 
lake; thence same course two hundred six rods across a peninsula of 
the same; thence same course . . . across the north bay of said 
lake, to a cedar post marked “N.” “M.” . . . thence same 
course one hundred sixty-two rods to a spruce . . . thence . . . 
to a perpendicular precipice ; thence same course . . . to a beaver 
pond; thence same course . . . to a yellow birch on the high- 
l a n d ~ . ” ~ ~  

It will be easily seen how forest fires, clearings by man, and destruc- 
tion by natural agencies would soon make such a record nearly worth- 
less. It was such a description of a boundary line that made Rufus 
Choate exclaim, “ I would as soon think of setting forth the boundaries 
between sovereign states as beginning at a blue jay on the bough of 
a pine tree, thence easterly to a dandelion gone to seed, thence due 
south to three hundred foxes with firebrands tied between their tails.”*’ 

EFFECT O F  BOUNDARIES ON PEOPLE WHO LIVE NEAR 
THEM 

CONDITIONS NEAR BonmuRIEs.-The effect of a specid geographic 
feature such as a boundary may be clearly seen in the people who live 
near it, especially if the line is undetermined, ill-defined or disputed. 
This is well illustrated in the‘history of the Sound boundary between 
Connecticut and New York. Before the definite establishment of 
this line, many of the islands in the Sound were used as convenient 
resorts by persons wishing to engage in illegal trades or  practices, since 
an arrest under authority of either state might be met by a claim of 
jurisdiction of the other. The following citations of illegal proceed- 
ings in relation to this region are abridged from the New Haven His- 
torical Society Papers, Vol. 111. 

On one oecasion, a party of prize fighters and spectators from 
New York landed on one of the questionable islands to have an 
encounter. A company of Connecticut militia was levied, rushed to 
the scene of combat, and captured the whole party. The counsel of the 
prize fighters took exception to the jurisdiction of the Connecticut 
courts on the ground that the acts complained of were committed in 
New York, and the cases were never brought to trial. 

31 IbM, p. 43. 
32 W. Harriman, History of Warner, N. R., p. 553. 
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40 S. w. C U S H I N ~ B O U N D A E I E S  OF THE NEW ENGLAND STATES 

A case of piracy occurred on a schooner lying a distance from shore 
in the Sound. The offender was seized, tried and convicted, but the 
Supreme Court of the United States arrested the sentence of death, 
because it was doubtful whether the spot where the schooner lay, 
mas or was not within the jurisdiction of New York. A second trial 
resulted in the pirate's discharge, because the jury were of the opinion 
that the act was done outside the jurisdiction of the court which tried 
him. 

Theftxi and assaults occurred on the many steamers and other crafts 
plying the Sound, and it was always questionable in what jurisdiction 
they were to be deemed committed, 

The notorious pirate, Captain Eidd, used a small group of the 
Sound Islands as his haunt because of their inviting position in 
relation to the unsettled boundary. 

Previous to 1853 the boundaries of Massachusetts included a small 
district in the southwestern corner, called Boston Corner, that was 
separated by rugged highlands from the rest of the state. For obvious 
reasons, this became a resort for desperadoes. This condition 
finally brought about its transfer to the neighboring state of New Pork. 

The more usual activities of people near boundary lines, take the 
form of evasion of taxes acd license laws, illegal voting, and the like. 
To facilitate the evasion of laws hotels are often built along the line. 
Experience with this condition led the United States commissioners of 
the U. S.-Mexico Boundary Commission to recommend that a reserva- 
tion of not less than fifty feet be declared by the United States to extend 
along the entire length of the boundary on the American side, and that 
the Republic of Mexico be asked to declare a like reservation on the 
Mexican side, and that the erection of buildings on either side, within 
these limits be prohibited. 
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